
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Public Forum on MSP Long-Term Expansion Plans  

Plans and Needs for Safe and Sound  
Use of MSP Runways 
 

Congressman Rick  Nolan, MN-8 will be the main speaker at the SMAAC 2016 Spring Forum June 16th, Mr. Nolan’s speech 
kicks off discussions of locally controversial FAA plans and policies. The Forum begins at  5 PM, Thursday June 16, Pepito’s 
Parkway Theater, 48th and Chicago. The 90-minute meeting will be video-graphed and the discussions “continued on-line” for at 
least two weeks. Mr. Nolan will speak about the quirks and politics delaying FAA Re-Authorization and separate bills forward which 
otherwise would have been posed as amendments, such as using private-sector for-profit firms to train and supply air traffic 
controllers, or furnishing NextGen avionics or upgrades to the airlines. 

 
SMAAC has long argued that the Twin Cities are caught in a great pincher movement: the FAA is spending $trillions to safely 

increase US flight capacity and the airlines are fortifying their hubs and concentrating schedules making the airport system goals 
nearly impossible to attain. Expensive, risky, stuff for any hub —and MSP is a small airport site.  

 
Mr. Nolan’s service on the key Aviation Subcommittee parallels that of former House Transportation Chair James Oberstar. 

During the recession years, Congressman Oberstar withdrew his support of airline mergers because he foresaw a costlier, riskier, 
and more polluting National Airspace System. 

“Riskier for Jim Oberstar was double-edged, part doubt that Federal Next Gen) budgets could keep up and part doubt that the 
safety inspections and investigations were a priority, part misgivings about air pollution.” said Jim Spensley, SMAAC’s spokesman. 
“Truly a people issue.” 

 
After the near-mid-air–collision in September 2010 the MAC and the FAA defended 150+ operations per hour at MSP as 

manageable and ‘efficient” . But the new procedures had departures turning soon after lift-off and climbing slowly. The result was 
definitely more noise and pollution per flight although MAC pushed through a false finding on no significant impacts.  

“Angry complaints from residents about disturbing flight paths continued around MSP after the 2010 environmental review. In 
several public meetings, citizens raised serious questions about the flight paths and economic and public health impacts as peak-
hour operations were slowing added during 2011 and 2012.” Spensley said. 

 
In 2013, NTSB warned MSP that near-simultaneous operations were inherently unsafe due to converging runways, but this was 

denied by the MSP FAA because the purpose of the turning departures had been to “reduce air crossings.” SMAAC contacted the 
NTSB and investigators were assigned. Some weeks later, the NTSB Chair wrote back, saying that the CRO problem was not 
resolved, and the low-altitude turns were a separate concern. SMAAC took the letter to the MAC, which refused three consecutive 
months to place a discussion on the Commission’s or a standing committee’s agenda.  

Last year, as SMAAC predicted, the FAA suspended use of Runway 35, confounding MSP capital planning and postponing the 
2015 MSP Long-Term Comprehensive Plan. 

 
“Some tinkering with air traffic control procedures has not been productive, and won’t be.” Spensley said. “Current routes add 

thousands of out-of-the-way miles and hundreds of extra airport operations. Changes to many routes to reduce carbon emissions 
are needed. There are flight operations situations at other hub airports similar to MSP, where a cap on flights per hour would be 
practical as an affordable safety precaution, and also reduce carbon emissions here and across the nation.  

 
SMAAC’s MSP Noise Policy:  We agree wholeheartedly that departure procedures put in place since 2011 (and most of the 

proposed PBN routes) at MSP expose more people to unhealthy noise and pollution and should not be allowed.  We welcome 
a public discussion of the problem, but over-scheduling operations at peak hours is a nation-wide problem.  
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